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Revision on Grammar 
Underline the correct word(s) in brackets: 
1-Have you (just–  ever – yet – never) listened to the news on the 

radio?  No, I haven't. 
2- The shelf is (for – too – enough – to) high to reach. 
3-I have (since –  never – yet –ever) gone to France. 
4- The orange juice wasn't delicious (to – too – enough–very) to 

drink. 
5-My friend didn't (sent– sending – send – sends) me an e-mail 

last week. 
6-What (was – are – were–is) you looking for all morning? I was 

looking for my bag. 
7-Just as Peter was digging in the garden , he (find – was 

finding – found–finds) this ring. 
8-(Do – Did – Have–Does) you watched this movie before?  

Yes, I (have – do – did–does). 
9-It isn't safe (to – enough – too–very) to walk home at this 

time of night. 
10-Did you (do –has – have – had) a cup of tea this morning?    

No, I (doesn't–don't – have – didn't). 
11-Henry (don't - doesn't- isn't – wasn’t) go to school by bus. 
12-(How long - How often- How much – How many) do you brush 

your teeth?    - I brush my teeth daily. 
13-The Earth (rotate – rotates - is rotating - rotated ) the sun 

once a year. 
14-This is the (worse -more- best- better) meal I've ever 
tasted. 
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15-Mr. Freddy is the (more helpful- less helpful -most helpful - 
helpful) worker. 

16-My armchair is (least- best- more -most ) comfortable than 
yours. 

17-Look! Jane is ( takes – took – taking – has taken ) a picture. 
18-Daniel ( hasn't - wasn't – isn't – doesn't ) painting a picture at 
the moment. 
19-A thief (steal–steals – stole – was stealing) the woman's bag 
as she was getting on the bus. 
20-Was the plane (fly -  flying – flew–flies) in the sky last night 
at 7 o'clock ?  Yes, it was. 
21-I was watching the film when I ( was–hear – heard – hears) a 
strange noise. 
22-Ahmed has just (drawing–drew – draw – drawn) a nice picture. 
23-In the past, many forests (catch – was –catches – caught) fire 
and burnt. 
24-(Did – Was – Does–Were) she get many presents for her 
birthday last May? 
25-I ( was having – had – were having–have ) lunch at 2 o'clock 
yesterday. 
26-Have they seen this play (just – ever – yet – since)? 

27-Ed's father has been a policeman (for –to– since - yet)20 years. 
28-He is (too – enough – to – for ) busy to take a day off. 
29-While Sam (swims – were swimming – swam – was swimming), 

he saw a shark.  
30-She isn't clever (to – enough –too –very) to answer this 

question. 
31-I 've been in America ( for- since - yet–enough) 1997. 
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32-A big yellow bird (flying – flew – fly – flies) over Sam's head 
an hour ago. 

33-Does he always (sit – sits – sat- is sitting) at the back? 
34-The children sometimes (are flying - fly – flies – flew) kites. 
35-He never (play – plays – is playing - played) hockey. 

36-Monica is the (pretty-prettiest-prettier-good) girl in our town. 
37-Elizabeth is (best -worst- better -bad) than any other woman in 

the village. 
38-Helen is( more intelligent -most intelligent- intelligent- least 

intelligent) than her friend. 
39-Listen! Nina ( sang - sing – sings – is singing ). 
40-( Are – Do – Were – Is ) you having exams these days? 

41-When (do – does – did – was) she meet her aunt? She met her 
aunt this morning. 

42-Have you ever ( do –did –done – have ) a trick? Yes,I have. 
43-Paul (bought – was buying – buys – buy) a new bicycle 

yesterday morning. 
44-They've (yet- ever – already – since) finished their homework. 
45-The maid (had - did – has - have ) almost swept the floor. 
46-The quiz is (to - enough-too–for) difficult to answer.  
47-What did she ( get - gets-  getting-  got )for her birthday 

two days ago? 
48-Ann and Claire (walked – was walking - were walking–  walks) in 

the street , when they met an old friend. 
49-We (don't -weren't- aren't- isn't) at the library yesterday. 
50-The cook has prepared our meal (since –for– ago–yet)3 

o'clock. 
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51-I can't study here.The light isn't good (very– too– enough – 
for). 

52-Why were you ( shouts –  shouted–  shouting–  shout ) last 
night at 7a.m? 

53-My sister (falls – fell – fall – falling) in the river last week. 
54-When (was- is -were- are) Ed born? He was born in 2000. 

55-She doesn't (has – have - had - be) any children. 
56-What (are you doing- you are doing - do you do – did you do) 
every weekend? 
57-When (does – have – do - did) you often finish your work? 
58-Football is (more popular-most popular-less popular-the most 
popular)game in Egypt. 

59-English is (easy-easier-easiest-the easiest)language. 
60-Oliver is (tall -taller- the tallest -more ) than his sister 
61-He's already ( study - studying - studies - studied ) hard for 

the   exam. 
62-(How long- How much- How often- How many) has Sue stayed 

in a hotel? For 2 weeks. 
63-I haven't seen my nephew (for –to– since - yet) June.  
64-I (forget – forgot – forgotten – forgets) my keys at home 

yesterday. 
65-The children ( has – had – have – did ) never driven the car. 
66-Henry ( ever tidied – has never tidied – have ever tidied- have 

never tidied ) his room. 
67-The wind (blow – blowing – blew – blows) the trees, so they 

fell over. 
68-He is too strong ( too – enough – to – very ) lift this heavy 

box. 
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69-Sam ( write – writing – wrote – written ) this poem in 2000. 
70-I didn't have ( too – enough – to – very ) money to buy this 

expensive house.    
71-Were you ( read – reads – reading – are reading ) a newspaper 

yesterday at 9 ? 
72-The tea is (for – to – too – enough) hot to drink. 
73-Has the baby ( ever drink –never drink –ever drunk –never 

drunk)milk? 
74-In the past, people (travelling –  travel – travels – travelled) 

on the back of animals. 
75-Doctors always ( look – looks – looked – looking ) after patients 
in hospitals. 

76-Where does Emma ( have lived - lives - lived - live )? 
77-Do the boys always fight? No, they (do - does - don't – aren't ). 
78-Driving fast is (least- less -most -best) interesting than ice 

skating. 
79-Mary is a (good- best -the best -better) singer in the band. 
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Model answer 
Underline the correct word(s) in brackets: 
1.ever            2.too          3.never           4.enough              5.send 
6.were           7.found       8.Have/have    9.enough     
10.have/didn't  11.doesn't         12.How often     13.rotates          
14.best      15.most helpful   16.more      17.taking       18.isn't 
19.stole         20.flying     21.heard          22.drawn      23.caught 
24.Did            25.was having       26.yet      27.for         28.too 
29.was swimming    30.enough    31.since   32.flew       33.sit      
34.fly    35.plays         36.prettiest    37.better    38.more 
intelligent      39.is singing     40.Are      41.did 
42.done           43.was buying    44.already    45.has      46.too    
47.get        48.were walking     49.weren't     50.since    51.enough 
52.shouting     53.fell     54.was    55.have        56.do you do          
57.do      58.the most popular    59.the easiest        60.taller             
61. studied              62. How long           63. since         
64.forgot   65.have  66.has never tidied    67.blew 
68.to        69. wrote      70.enough     71.reading       72.too 
73.ever drunk           74.travelled       75.look          76.live 
77.don't                     78.less                  79.the best 
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Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets: 
1-My friend came to my birthday party last Monday.     (not) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2-My brother feeds the kittens every day.           (Yesterday) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3-The pupils made a noise last night.              (last night at 7) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
4-I was going to the club when I met my uncle. ( Just as) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
5-Jack has just bought a new mobile.                (yet) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
6-Ann was ironing the clothes yesterday at 9 a.m.      (not) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
7-Look!The children are riding their bikes.       (Every day) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………….……... 
8-I often listen to music.                                    (now) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…... 
9-Robert and Dan caught the early train this morning. (not) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..… 
10-My car is more expensive than Ted's car.     (Ted's car) 

       …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
11-Henry is better than any other clerk in the company.(the best) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………... 
12-No student in class is worse than William.           (William) 

……………………………………………………………………………………..………………………... 
13-I took a taxi this morning.    (Yesterday evening) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
14-I haven't seen my friend for four years.           (since) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
15-Fred is shouting at his brother now.      (rarely) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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16-Suzan meets her friends at school every day. (yesterday) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

17-She is wearing a nice dress at the moment.         ( often ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………… 
18-My mum did the shopping yesterday.       ( every weekend ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
19-They have just had an exam.                          (not) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
20-I was cycling to work when I fell off my bike.       (while) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
21-George took a nap this morning.                     (already) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
22-No wild animal in the jungle is more dangerous than the lion.                                                                   

(the most)  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

23-Watching movies is more interesting than reading books. 
                                                                   (Reading books) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
24-Alexandria is colder than Aswan.                           (Aswan)                                                                            

………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………... 
25-While he was climbing the tree , he fell down.   (When) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
26-She hasn't visited Cairo since 2007.                 (for) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
27-My father always buys a very expensive car.    (in 2000) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
28-Fred went to the club a short time ago.           ( almost) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
29-They spent their summer vacation in Paris.     (sometimes) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….………… 
30-Sandy often prepares supper.            (not) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
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31-Emma often celebrates her success.   ( at the moment ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………… 
32-We found our keys yesterday.                        (not)  
…………………………………………………………………………….………………………………….. 
33-My grandpa drank a cup of coffee two hours ago.   (just) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
34-They swam in the sea this morning.                    (already) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
35-My mum always tidies the house.              (an hour ago) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
36-They 've just done their homework.                 (yet) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
37-Yesterday,Selena argued with her parents. 

                                                              (Yesterday evening) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
38-No food is healthier than honey.                         (Honey) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…... 
39-The turtle is slower than any other animal in the world. 

                                                                       (the slowest) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….……... 

40-Dad is having cupcakes for breakfast.  (sometimes) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..………... 

41-My uncle sometimes drives fast.              ( Look!) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….………… 
42-Michael always whistles in class.                ( never )             
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….………… 
43-When George saw a bear,the kids were sleeping.   ( as ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
44-My sister always decorates the house.       (Once) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
45-My brother usually has a shower every day.             ( not ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……… 
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46-An encyclopedia is thicker than a book.        (A book) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
47-Mr.Sam is more intelligent than any other manager in the 

agency.                                                             (the most) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………... 

48-The worker digs a hole once a week.             ( at present ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……… 
49-Robert is brushing his teeth right now.      ( twice a day) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……… 
50-John is setting the table right now.                    (not) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
51-It rained heavily just as we were walking.             (when) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
52-Meg ate a sandwich yesterday.               (yesterday at 2) 
……………………………………………………………………………….………………………………… 
53-Sara has just written a poem.                       (an hour ago) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
54-My classroom is larger than my sister's classroom. 

                                                         (My sister's classroom) 
………………………………………………………………………………………….…………………..... 

55-Climbing a mountain is more tiring than hiking. (Hiking) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….... 

56-I often wake up at 7 o'clock.      ( not ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….… 
57-We are making a fire at the campsite today.  (always) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….… 
58-The magician did a new trick yesterday.    ( today )  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
59-Cairo Tower is lower than Khalifa Tower.    (Khalifa Tower) 
………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………… 
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60-Mr. Edward is older than Mr.William.               (Mr.William) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………… 
61-No woman in the town is more patient than Selena.(Selena) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………… 
62-Iron is more useful than any other metal.         (the most) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………… 
63-The baby often cries at night.                          (Last night) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
64-The mechanic is fixing my car at present.   ( usually ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…… 
65-They have stayed in China since 2010.       ( for ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………… 
66-He hasn't met his relatives for ten years.         ( since ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……… 
67-I fly a kite every weekend.                      (this morning) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………...……… 
68-As we were eating,the bell rang.             (When) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
69-Mark ran fast yesterday.           (last night at 8) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
70-They met their neighbor this morning.     (not) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….…...……… 
71-Tom went to the cinema by car.                       (every week) 

………...…………………………………………………………………………………………….………… 
72-Margret and Mary always sing well.               (Listen!) 

…………………………………………………………………………..................................……… 
73-The boy was riding an elephant yesterday morning.   (not) 
………...…………………………………………………………………………………………….………… 
74-I have already watched the new film.                 (yet) 
………...…………………………………………………………………………………………….………… 
75-They arrived a short time ago.                       (just)    

………...………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
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76-Losing weight is more difficult than putting on weight. 
                                                                (Putting on weight) 

………...……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
77-The cheetah is stronger than the mouse.      ( The mouse ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
78-Adel Emam is more famous than Ahmed Eid.(Ahmed Eid) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
79-My grandpa often watches the news.                    ( Hush! ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
80-Helen's already done the laundry.                (yesterday) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………… 
81-My neighbor is watering the flowers at the moment. ( not ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………… 
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Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets: 
1-My friend didn't come to my birthday last Monday. 
2-Yesterday,my brother fed the kittens. 
3-The pupils were making a noise last night at 7. 
4-Just as I was going to the club,I met my uncle. 
5-Jack hasn't bought a new mobile yet. 
6-Ann wasn't ironing the clothes yesterday at 9 a.m. 
7-Every day,the children ride their bikes. 
8-I am listening to music now. 
9-Robert and Dan didn't catch the early train this morning. 
10-Ted's car is less expensive/cheaper than my car. 
11-Henry is the best clerk in the company. 
12-William is the worst student in class. 
13-Yesterday evening,I was taking a taxi. 
14-I haven't seen my friend since 2014. 
15-Fred rarely shouts at his brother. 
16-Suzan met her friends at school yesterday. 
17-She often wears a nice dress. 
18-My mum does the shopping every weekend. 
19-They haven't had an exam yet. 
20-I fell off my bike,while I was cycling to work. 
21-George has already taken a nap. 
22-The lion is the most dangerous animal in the jungle. 
23-Reading books is less interesting/more boring than watching 

movies. 
24-Aswan is hotter than Alexandria. 
25-When he fell down,he was climbing the tree. 
26-She hasn't visited Cairo for eleven years. 
27-My father bought a very expensive car in 2000. 
28-Fred has almost gone to the club. 
29-They sometimes spend their summer vacation in Paris. 
30-Sandy doesn't often prepare supper. 
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31-Emma is celebrating her success at the moment. 
32-We didn't find our keys yesterday. 
33-My  grandpa has just drunk a cup of coffee. 
34-They have already swum in the sea. 
35-My mum tidied the house an hour ago. 
36-They haven't done their homework yet. 
37-Yesterday evening,Selena was arguing with her parents. 
38-Honey is the healthiest food. 
39-The turtle is the slowest animal in the world. 
40-Dad sometimes has cupcakes for breakfast. 
41-Look!My uncle is driving fast. 
42-Michael never whistles in class. 
43-George saw a bear as the kids were sleeping. 
44-Once,my sister decorated the house. 
45-My brother doesn't usually have a shower every day. 
46-A book is thinner than an encyclopedia. 
47-Mr.Sam is the most intelligent manager in the agency. 
48-The worker is digging a hole at present. 
49-Robert brushes his teeth twice a day. 
50-John isn't setting the table right now. 
51-We were walking when it rained heavily. 
52-Meg was eating a sandwich yesterday at 2. 
53-Sara wrote a poem an hour ago. 
54-My sister's classroom is smaller than my classroom. 
55-Hiking is less tiring than climbing a mountain. 
56-I don't often wake up at 7 o'clock. 
57-We always make a fire at the campsite. 
58-The magician is doing a new trick today. 
59-Khalifa tower is higher than Cairo tower. 
60-Mr.William is younger than Mr.Edward. 
61-Selena is the most patient woman in the town. 
62-Iron is the most useful metal. 
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63-Last night,the baby cried. 
64-The mechanic usually fixes my car. 
65-They have stayed in China for eight years. 
66-He hasn't met his relatives since 2008. 
67-I flew a kite this morning. 
68-When the bell rang,we were eating. 
69-Mark was running fast last night at 8. 
70-They didn't meet their neighbor this morning. 
71-Tom goes to the cinema by car every week. 
72-Listen! Margret and Mary are singing well. 
73-The boy wasn't riding an elephant yesterday morning. 
74-I haven't watched the new film yet. 
75-They have just arrived. 
76-Putting on weight is less difficult than losing weight. 
77-The mouse is weaker than the cheetah. 
78-Ahmed Eid is less famous than Adel Emam. 
79-Hush!My grandpa is watching the news. 
80-Helen did the laundry yesterday. 
81-My neighbor isn't watering the flowers at the moment. 
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Form questions: 
1-No,we didn't go sailing yesterday.    (Did) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2-Adam and Oliver were running yesterday morning.    (When) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3-No,I have never seen a hurricane.                      (Have) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
4-My sister never waters the flowers.            (How often) 

…………………………………………………………………………...………………………………..… 
5-Helen is making the bed now.                       (What) 

…………………………………………………………………………...……………………………….…… 
6-Yes,Sue usually fights with her brother.         (Does) 

…………………………………………………………………………...……………………………….…… 
7-I'm watching this movie because it is interesting.   (Why) 
…………………………………………………………………………...……………………………….…… 
8-Carla won the first medal last week.      (When) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………...……… 
9-Yes,I'm sending an email right now.        (Are) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……… 
10-No, she has never done a trick.           (ever)                                

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
11-My mother paid 4000 L.E for the camera.         (How much) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
12-Dr. Smith met his pen friend yesterday.      (Who) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
13-Michael has told me a joke.                          ( What ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
14-Kelly wrote twenty stories five years ago.     (How many) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
15-Yes,my nephew always hides his toys.             ( Does )  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….… 
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16-Yes,she's decorated her room.                          ( Has ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
17-Melissa always tells stories.                      (Who) 

…………………………………………………………………………...……………………………….…… 
18-The show was very awful yesterday.                 (How) 
…………………………………………………………………………...……………………………………. 
19-Yes,I usually go camping.                               (Do) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
20-I was having a party at 2 yesterday.    (When) 

…………………………………………………………………………...………………………………….… 
21-I 've slept for three hours.           (How long) 

…………………………………………………………………………..................................……… 
22-We often have eggs for breakfast.                         (What) 

…………………………………………………………………………...………………………….…..…… 
23-I was at the hospital last week.       (Where) 

…………………………………………………………………………...………………………...….… 
24-Helen is reading a newspaper right now.           (What) 

…………………………………………………………………………...…………………………………… 
25-My brother broke the vase two hours ago.   (When) 

…………………………………………………………………………...………………………………….… 
26-Emma is washing the dishes at the moment.       (Who) 

…………………………………………………………………………...………………………………….… 
27-I was absent because I was very sick.           (Why) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
28-I was eating when the telephone rang.                      (What) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….… 
29-Sam's family lived in a villa last year.                (Where) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……..… 
30-We have travelled to London.                       ( Where ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………….………………… 
31-Yes,we were painting the wall yesterday morning.    (Were) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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32-William phoned his neighbor last Tuesday.       (Who) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

33-No, he has never fried eggs.                               (ever) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

34-Yes, she does the housework every week.          (Does) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

35-He is working in his office now.                              (Where) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

36-No, she isn't snorkelling today.                            (Is) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

37-My grandma often walks slowly.                          (How) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

38-Yes, they go fishing every week.                           (Do) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

39-Sam plays ping-pong twice a week.               (How often) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

40-Yes,she was terrified this morning.              (Was) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
41-No , we weren't listening to music last night at 8. 

                                                                               (Were) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
42-We travelled to Italy by plane.              (How)  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
43-The children were playing with toys last night at 3.(What) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
44-There is some meat in the fridge. ( How much )  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
45-Henry was driving fast last night at 7.            (How) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
46-I've lived in India for three years.               (How long) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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47-Kate broiled some oysters two hours ago.         (When) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

48-Yes,my sister usually makes videos.                   (Does) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

49-We read comic books every month.              (How often) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

50-This shirt cost 300 dollars.                              (How much) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
51-Yes,I was building a model yesterday morning.    (Were) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
52-Dr. Paul usually eats three slices of pizza.    (How many) 

…………………………………………………………………………..................................……… 
53-Yes,we went horseback riding this morning.           (Did) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………....……… 
54-They were taking photos of the Pyramids yesterday at 9. 

                                                                                 (What) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………...……… 

55-No , I am studying English at the moment.  (Are) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….....……… 

56-My father was angry this morning.                 (How) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….....……… 

57-Yes, we saved some money last year.    ( Did ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….....……… 

58-No, Mary hasn't got any children.                  ( Has ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….....……… 

59-There are three bottles of oil in the cellar.      (How many) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

60-Yes, I've already seen this movie.              (ever) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

61-Yes, mum brought some flowers yesterday.  ( Did ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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Form questions: 
1-Did you go sailing yesterday? 
2-When were Adam and Oliver running? 
3-Have you ever seen a hurricane? 
4-How often does your sister water the flowers? 
5-What is Helen doing now? 
6-Does Sue usually fight with her brother? 
7-Why are you watching this movie? 
8-When did Carla win the first medal? 
9-Are you sending an email right now? 
10-Has she ever done a trick? 
11-How much did your mother pay for the camera? 
12-Who did Dr.Smith meet yesterday? 
13-What has Michael told you? 
14-How many stories did Kelly write five years ago? 
15-Does your nephew always hide his toys? 
16-Has she decorated her room? 
17-Who always tells stories? 
18-How was the show yesterday? 
19-Do you usually go camping? 
20-When were you having a party? 
21-How long have you slept? 
22-What do you often have for breakfast? 
23-Where were you last week? 
24-What is Helen doing right now? 
25-When did your brother break the vase? 
26-Who is washing the dishes at the moment? 
27-Why were you absent? 
28-What were you doing when the telephone rang? 
29-Where did Sam's family live last year? 
30-Where have you travelled? 
31-Were you painting the wall yesterday morning? 
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32-Who did William phone last Tuesday? 
33-Has he ever fried eggs? 
34-Does she do the housework every week? 
35-Where is he working now? 
36-Is she snorkelling today? 
37-How does your grandma often walk? 
38-Do they go fishing every week? 
39-How often does Sam play ping–pong? 
40-Was she terrified this morning? 
41-Were you listening to music last night at 8? 
42-How did you travel to Italy? 
43-What were the children doing last night at 3? 
44-How much meat is there in the fridge? 
45-How was Henry driving last night at 7? 
46-How long have you lived in India? 
47-When did Kate broil some oysters? 
48-Does your sister usually make videos? 
49-How often do you read comic books? 
50-How much did this shirt cost? 
51-Were you building a model yesterday morning? 
52-How many slices of pizza does Dr.Paul usually eat? 
53-Did you go horseback riding this morning? 
54-What were they doing yesterday at 9? 
55-Are you studying English at the moment? 
56-How was your father this morning? 
57-Did you save any money last year? 
58-Has Mary got any children? 
59-How many bottles of oil are there in the cellar? 
60-Have you ever seen this movie? 
61-Did mum bring any flowers yesterday? 
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The Reader:    
:Answer the following questionsA)  

1- Why did the village hunter want the tiger's coat? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Why did Mowgli stand still? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- What did Mowgli do after he killed Shere Khan? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4- Why didn’t the snakes hurt Mowgli? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5- What were the little boys looking after? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

6- What did Mowgli hear in the dark room? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7- Where did Mowgli sleep in the first night? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

8- Why couldn't monkeys follow Bagheera into the water tank? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

9- What did Messua give Mowgli? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

10- Why did the younger wolves want to kill Mowgli? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

11- Where have monkeys taken Mowgli? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

12- Why must not animals hunt man? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

13- Where was Mowgli going to? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

14- Why are the Master Words important? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

15- Why do the wolves hate Tabaqui? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

16- What did Mowgli do with Shere Khan? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

17- Who is Kaa? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

18- What is Baloo's job? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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19- Why did Mowgli bring a red flower? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

20- Why can’t Baloo run fast? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

21- Who is the leader of the pack? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
:sentences the following CompleteB)  

1-''A python dance is ………………………..to watch.''Said Baloo. 
2-"I will come and I will bring the coat of Shere Khan and put it on 

the…………………………..rock" . 
3-Kaa hit the ……………………very hard ,five or six times. 
4-The animals couldn't look into Mowgli's ……………………………… 
5-"We must ……………………. you,Kaa. We couldn't do it without you", 

said Baloo. 
6-The Red Flower was …………............... 
7-Mowgli fell down into a dark room which had no doors or ………………. 
8-Mowgli's knew he had to go to the world of………………. 
9-''He is a wild child who has come from the …………………''  
10-Monkeys are noisy and ………………… and they think they are 

great people.  
11-The hundred wolves of the Wolf-Pack met every ……………….when 

the moon was full. 
12-When Mowgli arrived in the city,he was tired and ……………………….. 
13-The wolves pulled the great coat away from the tiger's ……………………. . 
14-Bagheera is the …………………… ,black as the night,clever,strong and 

dangerous. 
15-Mowgli learnt how to be like a …………………………….. 
16-Mowgli asked Chil the ………………………to watch where he was 

going. 
17-Mowgli didn't want to sleep inside the ……………… 
18-''We are of one …….…..,you and I.''Said Mowgli. 
19-Men are clever. Perhaps this man-cub will help us when he is………………  
20-Shere Khan has a bad leg,so he can kill only……………………. 
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The Reader:     
:questions Answer the followingA)  

1- Because he can sell it for lots of money. 
2- Because his feet can hurt snakes. 
3- He cut the coat from Shere Khan's body. 
4- Because he said the master words. 
5- Cows and buffaloes. 
6- Hissing sounds. 
7- In a field near the village. 
8- Because they were scared of water. 
9- She gave him bread and milk. 
10- Because he is a man. 
11- To the lost city. 
12- Because other men will come with guns. 
13- To the world of men. 
14- Because they keep Mowgli safe from any hunting animal. 
15- Because he always tells bad stories about them. 
16- He burnt his head with the burning tick. 
17- It is the big python 
18- To teach the law of the jungle to the wolf cubs. 
19- Because all the animals are scared of it. 
20- Because he is old and fat. 
21- Akela. 

 
:sentences the following CompleteB)  

 
1.dangerous     2.meeting      3.wall               4.eyes 
 5.thank         6.fire          7.windows         8.men 
9.jungle        10.dirty        11.month         12.hungry 
13.body      14.panther        15.man         16.kite 
17.house       18.blood       19.older          20.cows 
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(4 Marks) A. Language Functions 

Dialogue: -1 
Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue: 
Smith: Where have you been? 

Justin:......................................(1)........................................... 

Smith: ....................................(2)....................................................? 

Justin:  I have stayed in London for two weeks. 

Smith: Did you enjoy your time there? 

Justin: ……………………………………(3)………………………………………………… 

Justin:…………………………………(4)………………………………………………? 

Smith: The weather was fine there.  

 

Marks) 0B. Vocabulary and Structure (1 
 

(5 Marks) Underline the correct word(s) between brackets: -2 

1.I can't live in Alexandria in summer because it's too 

(attractive– humid– rigid– recent ). 

2.The cook has prepared our meal ( since – for – yet – ever ) 2 

o'clock. 

3.The ball is ( enough – too – to –for ) big to fit in the box. 

4.Tom is in a hurry because he has a doctor's ( textile–

occupation – appointment – ringmaster ). 
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5.You should be ( fantastic – recent – grateful – inexpensive ) 

to your parents. 

6.The glass is ( rigid – flexible – fragile– grateful ). It's 

broken easily. 

7.I was washing the dishes when I (drops-  drop – dropped – 

was dropping ) the plate. 

8.The mall was full of ( tricks- customers – costumes – 

suggestion ) who bought many gifts.     

9.What has John ( have - do - did - done )? 

10.( Is – Has – Does – Did ) your sister drink milk daily? 

 

3-Re-write the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets:   
                                                                     ( 5 Marks) 

1.I have already cleaned my room.           ( yet ) 

.................................................................................................................... 
2.Sue often wins the race.                         ( not ) 

   ................................................................................................................... 
3.Tom was cooking when he saw a bee.             ( while ) 

.................................................................................................................... 
4.Bob is taller than any other boy in class.   ( the tallest ) 

   ................................................................................................................... 
5. My father fed the dog two hours ago.      (Yesterday morning ) 

   ..................................................................................................................... 
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C.Reading Comprehension (5 Marks) 
4.Read the passage and answer the questions: 

         An old farmer went to the market to sell his cow. He was 
very happy because he sold it at a high price. He bought some 
food, fruit and many other things for his family. He was afraid of 
thieves. He put the money in a basket and covered it with the 
food and fruit he had bought. He tied the basket to his donkey's 
back. He met an old friend and while they were talking, a thief 
took the donkey and escaped. The old farmer returned home 
unhappy. 
A) Answer the following questions: 
1. What did the farmer sell?  

................................................................................................. 
2. Why was the farmer happy?  

................................................................................................... 
B) Choose: 
3. The farmer met an old ...........................  ( thief- cow - friend - 

donkey ).  
4. He put his money in ....................  (a hole - his pocket - a basket 

- the food ). 

 
D.The Reader (4 Marks) 

Answer the following questions:A)  
1. What did Messua give Mowgli? 

......................................................................................................................... 
2. Why did the younger wolves want to kill Mowgli? 

....................................................................................................................... 
B) Complete the following sentences: 
3. The Red Flower was....................... 
4. "He is a wild child who has come from the....................." 
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E. Writing (7 Marks) 
6.Write a paragraph of five (5) sentences describing the picture  
using these guiding words: (5 Marks) 

Guiding words: 
( bikes – wave – go – talk – call – school – fine ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

...........................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................... 
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7- Form questions: (2 Marks) 

1-Yes,Kate left two hours ago.                                               ( Did )  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2-We were staying in Rome for two weeks.               (How long) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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.L Model answerA 

Dialogue: -1 
Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue: 
(1) In London.          (2) How long have you stayed in London? 
(3) Yes, I did.         (4) How was the weather there? 

 
word(s) between brackets:Underline the correct  -2 

1.humid    2.since      3.too     4.appointment       5.grateful 
6.fragile        7.dropped     8.customers        9.done    10.Does 
 
3- Re-write the following: 
1. I haven't cleaned my room yet. 
2.Sue doesn't often win the race. 
3.Tom saw a bee while he was cooking. 
4.Bob is the tallest boy in class. 
5.Yesterday morning, my father was feeding the dog. 
 
4-Comprehension: 
A)Answer: 
1.His cow.               2.Because he sold his cow at a high price. 
B)Choose: 
3.friend                  4.a basket  
     

Story: -5 
1. Bread and milk.                2.Because he is a man and he is so clever. 
Complete: 
1.fire           2.jungle 
 
6) Composition: 
Answers may vary.  
 
7- Form questions: 

1-Did Kate leave two hours ago? 
2. How long were you staying in Rome? 

 


